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Jerry Pate is swimming in just about every pond in golf.
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Golf course superintendents value their longtime assistants.
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A proactive, multipractice approach to treating localized dry spots can make the battle easier.
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48 PROMOTE GROWTH
Done at the right time, verticutting improves turfgrass health.
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52 WRITTEN PROOF
Five steps can help superintendents manage their environmental stewardship.
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58 STEPPING UP
Nashawtuc Country Club takes protecting the environment to the next level.
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62 IT’S THE CONDITIONS, STUPID!
Enhancing course conditions can improve a facility’s position in the marketplace.
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Newly assembled managers at Hamilton Farm aim to raise the profile of the New Jersey facility.
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72 CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT
Superintendents become more well rounded through soft skills educational programs.
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A renovation project in Florida addresses poor soil conditions.
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An online program simplifies a South Carolina superintendents purchasing process.
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An Iowa superintendent knows what to expect when purchasing tools.
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84 THE FINGERPRINTING OF BERMUDAGRASS DNA
 Understanding genetic relationships is fundamental to the efficient production of high-quality Bermudagrass varieties.

94 IMPROVING TURF QUALITY
 How Bermudagrass genotypes respond to mowing height and nitrogen or growth regulators.
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COUNTER CATERPILLAR CARE
 Detection and control is attainable during destructive turf caterpillar invasions, which are common in the summer and fall in Northern states.

WATER WAYS
 Several regular irrigation maintenance practices can help reduce water management costs while increasing turf quality.

ONLINE POLL: PURCHASING POWER
 As a person in charge of managing golf course maintenance, do you having purchasing authority for golf cars? Visit the GCI home page to vote in this online poll.

DIGITAL LIBRARY
 You can view last year’s digital issues of Golf Course Industry any time you want on DVD. The digital library contains all the 2006 issues on one disc. The DVD is available at the online bookstore – www.golfcourseindustry.com/store.
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EDITORIAL MISSION STATEMENT:
 Golf Course Industry reports on and analyzes the business of maintaining golf courses, as well as the broader business of golf course management. This includes three main areas: agronomy, business management and career development as it relates to golf course superintendents and those managers responsible for maintaining a golf course as an important asset. Golf Course Industry shows superintendents what’s possible, helps them understand why it’s important and tells them how to take the next step.